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CHEMICAL EXCHANGE EQUILIBRIA IN ISOTOPE SEPARATION

PART I . EVALUATION OF 'JE PAR ATI ON FACTORS

by
S.H. Oave

I . IHTRODUCTIOH

Eventtough no precise de f in i t ion of chemical exchange can be found

in l i t e r a t u r e , a chemical exchange reaction can be designated as one

where the exchanging species are chemically d i f fe rent . A chemical

exchange reaction i s usually carried out in such a way that the

exchanging species form turn dissimilar phases which coee into

equi l ibr ium. The txanaformation of one phase to the other , usually

from gaseous to l i q u i d or vice versa can Ls achieved by e i ther physical

or chemical means.

The following are the sal ient features of a par t icular chemical .

exchange process.

(1) The heavy isotope accumulates i n the l i q u i d phase to an extent

determined by the separation factor;

(2) The overall separation is increased by establishing counter-

current contact between the liquid and gas phases;

(3) The contacting must be efficient so that rapid equilibration

is achieved and

(/) The teflux has to be provided at each end of the coluen.

The basic chemical exchanign process is illustrated in Figure 1.
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The chemical exclinn^B processes have been extrenely successful in

sep.iritinq isotopes, especially of ligh t.- elements. In this report,

the theory of iuotopic exchange equilibria will be discussed. I shall

restrict my discussion to chemical exchange equilibria involving

hydrogen and deuterium isotopes only. However, the theory is quits

general and can be easily and conveniently applied to any other isotopic

exchange reaction.

When two compounds, each containing the same Mixture of hydrogen and

deuterium atons are brought into contact, a shift in the H/D ratio

between the two compounds may occur. The isotopic concentrations in

the two compounds differ slightly from each other under equilibrium

conditions. This means that the equilibrium constant of the refaction

is different from thejvalue which i t would haws if there Mas equal

distribution of hydrogen and deuterium between two exchanging substan-

ces. The simple process separation factor i s the ratio of ths

equilibrium constant to the value which i t would havs if there were

equipartition. Chemical exchange methods of isotope separation make

use of these small equilibrium concentration differences and*they hava

proved to be among ths most competitive methods for the separation of

isotopes of lighter elements.

Tha equilibrium constant differes from tha value corresponding to tht

aqui^artition of isotopsa bstwacn ths two chemicals bscauss of differences

in frsa snergiss. Thsaa differences occur because of the diffcrsness in

the internal vibrational and rotational frequencies of diffsrsnt isotopic

species. Vibrational frsqusneies are altered significantly by
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i iutopic liubstitution jm( if tl»o change in the frequency O** is

•:ur:h th jt t-'ie r,i'.i" KcTz'/ftT 1J n j l- insignificant coi^ared to unity,

tli-TB is an appreciable effect on the zero point Energy. Thus, i f

the equilibrium constant is to have a ljrge value, then not only mujt

thp fre«? ennrgy of thp c:-cttgmjing isatopic 3pecie3 must be different,

but the effect of isntopic mass on the free energy muot also be diff-

erent in the two exch.mging compounds. This sujiest'5 that in order

to obtain a l.-*rg«; separation effect, the element in question should

generally exist in one compound as unbonded or with a few weak bonds

while in the other compound*, i t should be strongly bonded and that

thera should be as many bonds as possible. Thus, the best results

are achieved when two exchanging compounds are such that in one cats

the difference in the zero point energies of the isatopic pair i s the

XeaBt, while in the other compound, the corresponding difference in

the zero point energies of the other isatopic pair i s the maximum..

This unfortunate and opposing condition for maximizing separation

efficiency and thereby achieving efficient and economical separation

of isotopes, would imply that the compounds selected for such

exchange reactions are not likely to participate in rapid exchange;

9 D K of the most powerful exchange processes thus require catalyst

to make the reaction sufficiently rapid to render i t economically

viable. The- requirement that the vibra tional frequencies should be

sufficiently changed no as to give workable separation factors by

isotopic substitution can not be met in the case of heavy elements

and hence to date the chemical exchange method has not been success-

fully employed for separating isotopes of heavier elements.



In order to achieve almost complete separation of the desired

isotope, the simple proce :s separation factor has to be multiplied

many tines. This augmentation of the separation in simple chemical

e*chringe process can be achieved by arranging countercurrent contacts

of the exchanging substances.

The countercurrent contacting of two different exchanging chemical

species is most easily obtained if two district phases - one liquid

end the other gaseous - are employed. It is also possible to arrange

for chemical exchange separation to take place in a single phase either

gqseous or liquid, but more conventional methe do employ liquid-gas

exchange. The contacting can take place in packed columns, mixer-

settlers or specially designed contactors and tower internals.

It is necessary as shown earlier that reflux has to be provided so

that continuous countercurrent flow can be established. There are

many ways by which this is achieved in practice. They are:

(1) Chemical Refluxing: In this method, the complete conversion of

one of the chemical species into the other is obtained at the

end of the column. Chemical refluxing is usually very difficult

to devise and furthermore i t is expensive.

(2) Thermal Refluxinq: Considerable simplification is possible, i f

refluxing can be achieved simply by heating one of the exchanging

specie*. The application of thermal refluxing, however, i s

extremely limited.
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(3) Bithermal Arrangement) Hefluxing'can ba abtainad by taking

the advantage of the change in equilibrium, constante with

temperature. Equilibrium Constance decrease Mith increasing

tamperaturea. Thus in effect , one chemical exchange unit

provides reflux for a second unit operating at a different

temperature. Thia method has found profound application in

the production of heavy water.

2. EQUILIBRIUM CONSTANTS AND SEPARATION FACTORS*

A generalised isotopic exchange reaction involving exchange of

H & D between AHn & AHn_i° and BHm & BHm-10 ia given by

4H* + B H ^ - A D ^ B M m + / \H n ^D. ... CD
The discussion here is restricted entirely to the aquilibriamin

ideal gases. However, this is not a very severe restriction, aa

the principles can be very adequately discussed in such a frame

work and can ba ponveniently applied to actual ayateme. In ayateme

involving condensed phases, the gaa phase equilibrium cbnstant can

ba multiplied by pertinent vapour pressure ratioa. This correction

for vapour pressures can be made either from experimental data or

from theoretical values. At times this baComas a rather involved

procedure. Thia procedure for calculating liquid-gas equilibrium

constants wil l be described in subsequent sections. The liquid-gas

aeperation fnctors are uaually an order of magnitude a mailer than

the gas phaen enrichment factor at the aame temperature.

The equilibriut) constant is defined in teras of the ectivity
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concentrations of the ex changing apeclatt • • given by

l< I ? H m

for the eeparatlon af H and 0 to be feaeible K Met appreciably

differ f ro* unity. A vcltw of K, g i u t o i than on*» for

prvfarantial /omwtlon of BHM and AHn-10 apacia*.

Tha aaparation factor OC, which charactarizaa tha dagxf* of

anrlehwant obtainable in a aingla aquilibriu* contact Xm dafinao

what a and y at* raapactivaly tha D/H+D ratio in tha laotaple

paixa tHn k AHn-t° and 1H* 1 BM«-1D and ara givan by

. - C4(BHw.|l>j^(BHm.AD^H- ^ ( B H D ^ B P J
CCBH) (BHl> )+ (BHJ)0+ (BHJ) ;4 (ePf l

This aapacatlon facto* Od ut daflnad by £a.(3) la aqual to K,

i f two eoapeunda aca iMaiacibla and contain tha aaaa nuabar of

axehangabla atom. HatMvac, whan gaa contain* algnlfleant

quantitiaa of vcpotir and tha liquid eantaina appcaeiabla awaunt

of dlaaolvad ga«, tha oC w i l l ba laaa than K and appconrlata

eovraotiona kuaad vapouc etaaauxoa af l iquid and tha aalubillty

af aaa hava to ba appliad*

Whan nuabat of axehangabla atoaa in aolacuLas undergoing

oxehanoa axa dlffurant, than tha anriehaant faatat oL ia no longer
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equal to the equilibrium constant, K. Tor the reaction

given above, thoy can be related ee

od - K i-m/ri). •"
The value of hae a profund influence on tha aize end the

operating coat of any ieotope aeparetion plant* The nuaber

of aae eeperetion atagaa ax the height of the plant variea

invaxaaly with tha deviation of oC fro* unity. The aize and

tha capital coete are proportional to (oC-1)""2, while the

operating coat ia leea aeneitive to OC but variaa ei laaat at

(o(f-1) . Thare ie thue a big p re Mi.ua on large aeparetion

factoxa.

Tha value of 06 alao dateminea total f Iowa of aae and liquid

and the flowa required depaid on tha optlmim liquid to ratio

(L/6) and tha reflux ratio ( i . e . tha liquid rate par unit

product}. Both theee ratioe decree7'* ee &f incraeeee.

Although the value of OC ia of great ieportence, aince i t deter-

•inee plant eixe, flow retee e tc . , there ia no direct correlation

between OC and tha aconoaic aepacta of tha procaaa. Tha energy

coneuaption and tha plant coat have to be carefully weighed in

each individual caee, ot ia highly eeneitive to teeperetuxa but

la nearly indapandant of tha praeeure. Thia i a adventageoua aa

tha gaa-liuuid contacting aquiaaentcan be operated at eonditiona

providing tha Haxiaua capacity par unit volua - uaually at

reletlvely high praaauraa.
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Thus in order to evaluate the f e a s i b i l i t y of any isotope

separation process, i t i s imperative that QC should be

Fortunately, e re la t ive ly sinpie procedure is available by

which, purely f ro» the knowledge of the spectroscopic <t>*laf

K can be calculated, from this K, Cvi can ba conveniently

calculated. The proceduze i s s l i g h t l y involved in seas ceeee

but otherwise, i t is f a i r l y stnight forward and i s described

i n d e t a i l i n the fallowing sect ion.

3. CALCULATION OF EQUILIBRIUM CONSTANTS

I t can be sssn froe* the themodyneaic argument that the e q u i l i r

br iua constant, 'A is related to the fiibbs free energy dif ference

A t * between the products end xeactsnts in standard s ta te , a*

& Q£ ZZ. — R T" &*T- K . • • - C 7)

For reactions involving ieotopic exchangs, K is not aueh

different fron unity bsceuee tha fras energies of different

itfotopic enlecules being elenst equal end In K becoaee a ewall

difference between tha large nuaiberS. Therefore the calculations

of RT lnK as the difference of tha total fxsa snergiee of tha

products and re act ants la l ikely to lead to serious errors. A

•uch siapler and wore d expedient Method which also oivss accurate

result would bs to use the ratio of partition functions directly

to give the difference in free energiee.

For gaseous substancsa, the tree energy ie related to the

partition function by the expression

where Q is the partition function and N, the Avogadro's number.
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The partition function usually describes the situation of the.

eyetea (celled Zustandsuans in Gerasn-Zustend mmanm situetion)

and i t represents the total energy of the eyatea. I t i s of

great importance in determining the eaount of energy to be found

in the various degress of Molecular freeda a, FXOB thie, other

theraodyneaic quantities like AS, AH, AS ate. can ba calculated*

Thus, in i dor to evaluate K, i t i s necessary to delve into

quentua Mechanical s tat is t ics to saa how the total energy of the

eyetaa ia distributed.

For • eiftgle Molecule, the partition function Q, which repreeente

the etet iet ical eua of al l the energy etatee occupied by the

aolecule, ia defined by

Q - Zl 2L ee't/kr , ... ce)
where gi ia the degeneracy of the i th level of energy g£ of

the aolecule and K ia Boltzasm's constant. The significance of

the value £ can ba aeen by reference to f ig .2 , where a poten-

t ia l energy eurve or aore coaaonly known aa Moroa function, for

the aolacule, aay AI, ia drawn.

Aa can ba aeon fron this Figure, Moving fro* lef t to sight, aa

A and I (which can ba either free redicale or ions) approach

each other, the energy of the ayetea) gradually decreases to

yield • ainiau» situated at the point of average band length,

far the avlaeule AI* The vibrationel and rotational energy



lev«la of th* molecule mm represented on the figure by thick

and thin lines respectively.

Whan interaction between two ox s»re Molecule* ia considered,

e.g. on an inotopic exchange reaction

AD • BM ^ AH + BC (10)

->n energy datun lino coaimon to e l l the apecisa taking part in

exchange reaction, become* neeeseary.

Thia reaction can be eaaily iaagined to be carried out in atagea

such that half-reactione can be daacribed by

AD—y A+D end A • H > AH . . ( I f )

I t hae been shown by wmny worker* that ieotopic aubetitution hae

e negligible effect on the Shape of the ftoree function. Thua the

interaction* involved in the above reaction can be represented by

adding • Mirror iraaga of Fig. 2 to i t ee l f . Thia interaction ie

•hown in Fig. 3.

\
Hoving froei l e f t to right the eolecule AD ie eeen to decoepoae

when A coebinee with N to fora) AM. The abaci** a functions net

only for nuclear separation but also for the reaction coordinate*.

Horsovsr i t can be ummd as the arbitrary zero of the energy. Although

the Mini** for the aolaculea AH and AD are at the saaw l e v e l , thia

i s not trus for the heights of the coxraeponding vibrational and

rotational lavela. If the adniaa ere £ units of energy above zero

and the additional distances of th» f i r s t vibrational levels a n

(€o)AD end ( £ O ) A H unite reepactively, the Cq.(9) can, than, ba
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whara Q* raprasenta tha partition function xalativa to tha

aalactad datu* line. The ratio of tha partition functiona fox

tha wlaeulaa AD and AH than can ha xapraaantad aa

I t can ba aaen that tha taraa containing €r caneala out. Thia

aaphaaiaaa tha fact that with isotopic aubatitutiona involving

aolaculax paira auch aa AM and AD, tha rafaranca datum laval la

antiraly arbitrary and can aka eonvaniantly tahan at tha haight

af tha a&nlaa thaaaalvaa. Siailar ralationa can ba darivad far

tha laotoplc pair BH and BB.

Thua i t followa fxoai tha abova diaouaaiona that tha aquilibriua)

eonatant for an iaotopic oxchanga raaction can ba axpraaaad aa

I T Q Product.

Q Raactanta

Tha avaluation of thia axpraaaion involving pari t i t ion functiona

would yiald tha vmliumm of daairad aquilibciua conatanta and thua

thia axpraaaion providoa a powaxful aathod of calculating aqui l i -

briuft comtanta.

3 . 1 . Claaa^cal Partition Functiona

Tha daoaical atat iat ical aachanica atataa that tha daaaical

partit ion function of a aolacula ia givan by

[
whara h i» planck*a constant, f ia tha diaanaionality of tha
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coordinate spaca, G" in the aynMtxy nunbar and H is tha

Haailtonian of the Molecule, p'a and tfy's are respectively tha

conjugate moaenta and the coordinates. I t is customary to writa

*he Haadltonian aa tha tun of kinetic and tranaiational energies

of tha centra of gravity and tha internal kinatie and tha potantial

energies of tha mlacula. Tha Hamiltmian in thia for* laada

diractiy to tha wall known aquation for tha partition function f<>\

an ideal gas aolacula with no interaction between rotation and

vibration potential*. Tha total classical partition function cin

ba written aa

whara V la tha voltiaa of tha eyataa, M is the Molecular waightt

A,B 1 C are tha •awtnta of inertia about tha three principal axas;

tfl la tha l t h haraonic frsquancy of vibration; %n la tha nuclear

apin dagenecacy factor; (T 1 * tha ayaaatry nueber and fla la tha

electronlc contribution to tha partition function. Tha constant

Ch, i« U n 3 (211)^2 . Tha Haailtonian can alao ba written in

taxaa of cactaaan coordinataa of tha atom In tha aolecule. Tha

intagral ovar tha aaaanta can ba apparatad out, aa wall a* tha

daganaracy factor 0n and tha olsctronlc contribution Qa. With thia

aai of coordinates, tha Eq(1S) can ba transforaad into

whaxa « i la tha Mas of tha 1th atoa In tha aolaeula andV(X), tha

intraaolacular potantial expressed as a function of tha carteaian

coordinates of tha atoaa in tha Molecule. Since tha potential
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onorgy of the molecule ramain' unchanged during isotopic sub-

stitution, the Eq.(17) gives the ratio for two isotopic aolacular

pairs, say AD and AH as givan by

In Eq. (IB), r* i s taken avmr th* number of atoie* which differ

ieotopically in the two mlecules. In this Equation, the cat can-

cellation of tha integrals also iaplies that tha saae values for

both AH and AD, which in turn signifies that tha above ratio of the

partition functions i s independent of the etandard states. In

other words, « .

QA» •
With this background, now 1st us consider any isotopic exchange

reaction in a gas phase, viz.

AH 4- BO ^r AB • BH ...<20)

in which AH and BD exchange cartain nuaber of isotopic atoaa to

becoaa AD and BH respectively.

Carrying out she similar treatsent for tha isotopic pair BH and BO,

wa hava the following ratio of tha classical parition functions.

9**®- •

and a correspondingly.
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Aa tha mmm* isotopic *toa» which «r« passant in AS and AH axs

also pxeaant in tha isotopic pair BO and EH, x will ba a, aoual to

Hanca Mhan Ma caabina axprsaaions (18} and (21), w* gat

\
, i t can ba aacn that in tha daganaracy ratio.

only tha iaotopic atons contxibuta and bacauaa tha aaaa lsotopic

stoa* which ara pxsssnt in tha paix AD-AH ara alao pxasant in

anothax paix BD-Bn, i t can ba shown that

Thar* ia • aaall Khift in tha alactsonis anargy atata ef an atoa

ox wtlacula «a a xaault of tha iaotopic substitution, but tha

cocraction arising out of making

i s quits nagligibls.

Thus, fxoa tha abovs considsxations i t can ba elsaxly assn that tha

classical partition function xatios of ths isotopic pairs AD-AM and

BD-BM can bs givsn as

S1 / ct
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Th« ratio of the partition functions of the two pairs of iaotopic

enleculee aerely reduces to the inverse ratios of the ay M M try

nuabere. The ratio of th« eyaaetry nuabers, no Matter whatever

be i ts value wi l l not lead to the separation of isotopes, sines

i t sarsly rspxsssnts the relative poaaibilitiee at foraing ayaae-

t r ica l «id uneyaaatrical aolaculas.

This would dear ly indicate that i f asthods of classical s t e t i -

st ical thsraodyaaaica era used to evaluate the ratio of partition

functiena, ths ssparation facto* wi l l bs wnity and no isotopic

enxichaant ia possible.

3.2. Quantum Mechanical Partition Funetiona

Froa the above considerations i t bacoasa apparent that the cheaical

ssparstion of isotopes is a qusntu* aechanicsl sffaet and i t can ba

explained by taking into account the aetheds bassd on quantua) aecha-

nicsl stat ist ics. Such a treatasnt is conveniently described in

ths fraas-work at Born-opsnhsiesr approximation, which statss that

whila considsrinf electronic aotion, nuclei can ba asauaed to as

fixed. Thsn ths eneray g; can ba expressed as a aua of coaponent

tara* and the total quantua aschanicsl partition functiont Uototai

ia expresaad m the prsducft of functions, ssch corrssponding to a

particular type of ansrgy* The total energy of a aolsculs ia aada

up of contrlbutiono froa translational vibrationei. rotation a l ,

slsctronic and nucleer parts* I f these variaue fora*" of eneray

af the aolecule is regarded as coapletely mmpmrdblm frea>^aa anothas.
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cTtotal car. ba axpxaeaed aa

where gn ia the nuclaar epin daganaracy factor and othar ayabola

ara aalf explanatory. The euserecript qe> ia not uaad for tha

alactronic contribution, aa tha lattar ia underatood to ba qnan-

tu« Mechanical only, Hera, we hava isaauaed that tha intaraction

batwaan differant anargy aodaa ia at worat negligible, which aay

not ba alwaya trua and thia would lead to tha bxaak down of Bron-

opanheiaar. The rotational and vibrational aodaa do interact*

Holaculaa vibrata 103 tiaaa during a aingla rotation and aoaent

of inertia and tha bond length changea continually during anhar-

aonic wibrationa. For haraonic vibration*, bond length doaa not

change with vibrational enexgy. The alapla axpraaaiona for diff-

er ant partition functiona aa wall aa tha nacaaaary corractiona

ara dlacusaad in appropriate aectiona.

If a aolacule containa n atone* whoaa nuclei hava aplna

Pi. 9 K> k

3*2,1* Tranalational Partition Functioni

D
Tha tranalational partition function* W t r *• given by

whara V ia tha voluaa of tha eyataa. H ia tha a«aa of tha aolacula

and T, tha abeoluta tanparature. For a atandard atata of on* «al«

of an ideal gaa at one ataoaphara praaaura, V« RT and tha corraapoAv

ding partition function Q ^ , U dsrtJefxd OA
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3.2.2. Rotational Partition Function

If a wolecule. AB, consists of HUD masses separated by a fixed

non—vibrating (rigid rotor) distance, its energy is given by

€rot «= (h2/JH2l) T(j*t) ergs, (30)

where I i s tte assent of inertia about i t s rotational axis,

given by *A"8/( •*+•{)) and J 1* th* rotational qusn\ua nuabsr of

tiiat lsvsl (J»0, 1,2 . . . . ) . Changing over from at \s to cor* units

(I arg * 1/hc csi ) the rotational energy i s given b.

€*ot - E/hc - BJ(J+J) csri, (31)

whers B is called the rotational constant and i s defim1 ss

8n2CI, caT1 (32)

The energy absorbed or ssdtted by a Molecule as i t undergi as

rotational transition is given by

£E » e'-E' - Bh(V( J1 + 1)-O" (3" +1)] , ...(33)

Mhsre 3* & 3" are different rotational quantua nuabers. The

selection rule for rotational transitions i s /^ "3 m ̂ j | and

for J*-J" « 1, so that

£ E s 2Bh3f*, . . . . (34)

where 2B denotes spacing between two lines.

The linear aolccule in the gas phase has only two rotational

degress of fraadoa. Tha purs rotation spectrua of linear «ols-

cules Mill therefore consists of a sarias of Unas >^-dus to

transitions Eo E), Ef--»-E2 Ei—> Ei4^ , which

Recording to Eq.(34), aust ham frequencies of 2B, 4;..2B(i+1>

\
respectively.

\
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thia Model of a rigid rotor for a diatomic Molecule ia an

approxlMation and in far infrared ragion, whaxa anergiea ara

Soaewhat greater, i t haa baen obaarvad that tha apaeing (A2>")

la no longer constant and there ia alwaya a tendency for a bend

to atratch at high rotation spaed by a centrifugal effect. Ae

• result, tha aonent of inertia increases at higher rotational

energiee causing tha levele to ba aoeawhat crowded together

than for tha rigid rotor and tha energy expression for tha

levele corractad for this affect becoaaa

where Do ia called tha centr i fugal diatortion conatant. I t l a

possible to derive the above axpraaaion by applying f i r a t order

perturbation theory to tha rigid rotor. Usually Bo ia of tha

order of 10" B, hence at low value of J (J 10), thia tarn ean

ba neglected. The third and higher order teraa leak a extraaaly

aajall contributions and hence cen ba certainly naglected.

In the caaa of non-linear polyatomic Molecules, these ara

three degroee of freedoM and henca tha threa aoaanta of inert ia

would daecribe the rotational aotion. Thaaa three aoaenta ara

generally choaan to coincide with rotation about tha thraa pxin-

cipal Molecular axoa. Accordingly non-lineor aolaculaa ara

dlvidad into the following three cleaaea depending on tha rela-

tion between tha aoaanta of inertia about tho cartesian axaa.

Sv— t r ie Too Molecules» A non-linear aolacula in which two of

i ta principal anaente of inertia (about i ta principal axae) era
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equal is called a eyaaetric top aoleculee — prolate syaastric

top end oblate syaaatxic top.

In e prolate eyeaetric top, Ia ̂ I b sr Ic.

Exaapleat CH3cl, NH3, CH3CN, ate.

In en oblate syaaetic top,

Ia ic Ib < Ic

Exeapleet CHDj, C6Hg, BF3 etc,

The energy of the rigid prolate top aolecule ie given by

Mhara A « h / Q TT*-C* 1A (XrxoC » B -

K • 0, f 1, ̂ 2 +.J ia the quantun nudber which deterainee

the coaponent of angular aoaentua in the direction of the axis of

the top.

The corresponding rotational partition function for the prolata

Top aolecule is givan by

Mhara c* is the velocity of light. The energy of the rigid oblata

top aolecule ia given by

where the syabole have their usual significance.

The corresponding rotational partition function for the oblate
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Top anleeules is given by

•••}

SyMStrie top* possessing paxaansnt dipole aoaents absorb slectro-

Magnetic radiation to go over to highest rotational levels If the

conditions 3» 1 and usually K • 0 H wall as other leas Halting

selection rules are fulfilled* This absorption gives rise to bands

having frequencies (in carl).

V =.
If in • ayaaetrical top enlecule, A-B-C, the aolecule is called

• spherical top, e.g. CH4, SFfi, s*cl4 etc. Sine* euch aolecula

normally do not paaaeae a paraenent dipole aoaent( no spherical

top aaleculee exhibiting pure rotational epectrua are known.

The rotational energy of spherical Top aolecula is givan by

The corrssponding psstition function is givan by

Asvaaatric Top Holscul—»

If a aolecula possssss* thrss different principal aoaants of

inertia, it is called an asyaaatric top, a.g. HCOOH, H2O,

NH20 ate.
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Tha rotational partition function for an aayaoatric top aolacula

ia givan by

£*

_f- 1,
Tha Main aalaction rula for tha absorption of aeymaatric top

•oleculaa having a paraanant dipole aoaant ia J" • 0, 1 . . . . . . . . .

allotting alao tranaition batwaan different aub-lavala of tha

i m 3 numbnxm.

3.2.3. Vibrational Partition Functiona

Tha aiaplest aodal of a vibrating aolecula ia that of a haraonic

oacillator in which tha potantial anargy ia givan by

whara V ia tha aolacular potantial. anasgy; K ia tha haraonic foxca

eonatant, T i a tha interatoaic diatanca and 7e tha aquilibriua

intaratoaic dirtenca in a aolecula.

Thia aodal obaya Hooka'a Law fox haraonic oacillatora according

to which

- % =-k(f- re) = AdHi-
Mhaxa JUL 1* tha raducad aaaa of tha aolacula.

Tha vibrational fraquancisa of auch an oacillator ia givan by



The ••kMtxMR quantum wochsnicsl solution of equation fox aotian

for tho harwnic oscillator gives it3 possible vibrational levels

being given b,v £q. (46) and n is the vibrational quantum number.

The selection rule i s such that /5ITI • + 1.

It can be seen that tvtn for n » 0, i . e . in the vibrational ground

state, the molecule s t i l l possesses sows vibrational anargy and i t

ia not at rest at equilibrium position. This anargy is called the

zero point energy and ia givan by

Eo ~ A/*. h2* , - W e )
whsn n • 0 .

The vibrational anargy levels mxe equally spacad and they are given

where Gf 1* called the vibrational term andCA> ia the vibrational

frequency in caT*. Thie is shown in Fig, 4.

Actually, the harmonic oscillator i s not • very good modal for

•olaculax vibrtUons accept at low energy levies , near the botto*

of the potential energy curve. It auffers frost the fallowing l lmi-

tetiane.

(1) It fe i le to repreeent the fact that a molecule can dieeociat* i f

the amolitude of vibration becomes sufficiently lergef
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(2)- The experimentally obeerved vibrations! anargy levmlm axe

not equally apacad but ara lasa and leaa aaparated mm n

increases and

(3) It doea not account for the ovartonea and coabination terms

abaorvad in tha vibrational apactra.

In order to account for thaee obsarvations, it bacoaaa necessary

to Modify tha above theory. At the eaaa tiaa it should ba raaliaad

that tha harmonic oacillator approach aarvaa wall, rather very wall,

to describe lowaat vibrationa.

Tha corrected theory must, therefore, include the haraonic oacillator

aa a limiting caaa for email vibrations.

Lt ua now consider tha vibrations to ba enharmonic, than tha

restoring fores is givsn by -du/dr, the slope of ths potsntisl curve

and this would decrease to zero at large valuea of Y* ao that disso-

ciation can occur as a result of vibrations with large amplitudes.

This is shown in Fig.4. Two heats of dissociation may ba defined -

tha apsctroseopic heat of diaaociation Da and tha chemical heat of

dissociation Do. They ara related as

The energy levels corresponding to an enharmonic potential anargy

curva can be expressed aa power series in (n • 1/2) as givan by

i =i

where Ms ie the frequency in cm** and JQ» and ^ e are tha
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anharmonicity constants. They follow the behaviour aa shown

below;

of an order of magnitude of id3, UJeJ^e *• of the order

of 10 and (jJe. $«. ia of tha oxdar of 10"' and tha naxt twra in

the aaxiaa would ba of tha ordar of 10-2. For email values of n,

auch a ayaten Mould appcoxianta to tha harmonic oscillator. Thfc

anax#y lavala ara not equally apacad but l i e •ore closely together

as tha vibrationel*quantum nuabar incraasaa. Uaitally i t ia suffi-

cient to consider only the f irst anhaxmonic term with anharmonicity

conatantf

It has baan shown by Wolfeberg that in tha axpxaaaion for the

anharaonic vibrationa for the iaotopic exchange, an additional

•riharannic tara> which i s dasignatsd as Gf0 and which has non-

negligible contribution to the zero point energy should also be

included. G^o sppssra as tha tera in (n * 1/2) raised to tha zero

powar in the anargy expression for the gaound rotational stats

whan tha anargy i s axpreseed in powers of (n+ 1/2). Thus ths zero

point energy of tha molecule, Czps, can bs writtsn as

In ths abova sxprsssion, ths harmonic frequency IA» (in csT1)

dspanda on tha invars* square root of tha reduce maes (yU.) of tha

molecule. Tha f irst enharmonic correction W t X e t^x cm-*
-i .r*

has a JUi dependence. Go hae also /A, dependence. Thus

dspanda on isotopic substitution but I* independent of n, the
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vibxational quantum numbexa.

Neglatting tha higher order anhaxmonic terms, the zero point enexgy

of a Molecula (in cer*) is given by

... C53)Qo + i WC _
The Go valuea for eimple hydxidee oxides, sulfIdas and ammonia mole-

culea hava baan calculated by Wolfaberg and hia cowoxkera and ahould

ba uaad for tha axaet evaluation of tha zaro point anargiaa of iaotopic

molecules.

In tha caaa of polyatomic aoleculee, tha picture is rathax sore coa>

plicatad. fha vibxat£oay Motion of a polyatomic molecule aay ba daa-

cxibad in taxaa of ai«pla aotiona called tha noxaal aodaa of vibration*

the nuclei anving in atxaight linea and in phaaa and with aaea fxequencia

Tha vibxational aotione axa aaid to ba in phaaa when nuclei paaa through

tha extxeaae of their motion aiaultanaoualy, and tha notion ia auch

that tha centra of «ee» doaa not aova and acquixa any angular aoaantu*.

Each noxaal mode haa a chaxacteriatie frequency, uaually danotad aa tha

fundaaantal frequency.

It ia recognir, »d that tha fundaaantal vibrational fraquaneiaa for

different bonda in tha polyatomic molaculaa muet ba different, aince

•t tha vary laaat tha maaaaa of tha vibrating centre will differ from

bond to bend. We ahould, therefore, expect a nuabar of contributiona

to tha vibxational paritition function. Each contribution can ba

axpaetad to follow Hooka*a law for normal vibrationa. Senca a molacula

of N atoma haa 3N dagraaa of freedom, wa axpect 3N-6 vibxational
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degrees of freedom, because three degrees of freedom are taken up

in tranolotional notion and three more in rotational motion. In the

case of linear molecule, however, theifre are only two degrees of

rotational freedom and consequently there will ba 3N-5 degreea of

vibrations! freedom. Thus, for a molecule containing N atome, there

will ba N-l bonds between i t s atoms and there will ba K-1 bond

stretching vibrations.' Tor a non-linear molecule, there will ba

3N-6 fundamental vibrations, out of which 2N -5 vibrations would arise

due to baodingmotions. In the casa of a linear molecule, the corres-

ponding fundamental vibrations and bending vibrations will ba 3N-S

and 2N-4 respectively.

The total quantum mechanical vibrational partition function,

where vibrational energy levels are measured from the zsxo of energy

and if vibrations are harmonic, then ons can writs the following

expression for

where (XI •=. CflC <-O't)/ A T •"*• w * i - t n * harmonic frequency

(in cm-1) of the ith mods of vibration. (For non-linssr molscula).

It must be recognised that the form of partition function presented

here again depends on the esaunption that there are no interactions

between vibrational degrees of freedom and other degrees of freedom

in ths molecule. It i s obvious that such interactions will affect

ths magnitude of the vibrational energy end, therefore, will result

in different energy expressions from, thoss ussd hers.
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Another perhaps not quite obvious, inherent assumption is that

tha vibrational degreee of fxeedoa axe Mutually independent.

Again, interaction between adjacent oscillatora will haw* • direct

affect upon the energy of tha individual oscillatora leading to a

different fora> of expression for tha vibrational partition function.

For the present purposes, we can safely ignore thaaa finer refine-

•ants a* the error* introduced by overlooking the« tend to be

insignificant. These are however diacussed eeparately in subse-

quent section.

3.2.4. Electronic Partition Function*;

The electronic partition functions need not be given in any detail

a* these cancel out in the calculation of equilibrium constants for

iaotopic exchangeraactione.

Combining all the different quantua

mm hav*

hanical partition function*.

C ± -
i

3.3. R*duc*d Partition function Hatio*

Th* r*duc*d partition function ratio* M*r* introduced by Bigel*i**a

and Nayar for tha calculation of aquilibriu*) constant* fox th* iaotopic

exchange raactione. Thvir procedure facilitate tha calculation af

•eparation factors and ie relatively eieple and etraight forwerd.
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The reduced partition function ratio foe any isotopic Molecule,

usually dsnotad by •/s'^f , i« given by tha xatio of the quantum

•achanical and classical partition functions as shown balow:

%'f [A] - QV/Q? • -<56J

Lst us now consider a siapls iaotopic exchange reaction, involving

iaotopic pairs A-A* and B-B'j

A* • B ̂ t A • Bf

Tha aquilibriuB constant for this raaction in tsraa of quantuaj

•wchanical partition functions i s givan by

C 377 4T)
QT) e

(car/ QTJ t
In ganaral, tha z«ro point anargiaa of both ths raactants and

products ar« Measured fro* tha Sam arbitrary lavel.. Hownvar fox

tns isotopic axchanga reactions, as tha saw aoleculea ara involved

in raactants as wall as in products, Z.A and ^A* can be Measured

fro* ana arbitrary level, while B B and 2B* fro» an altogethax

different arbitrary level. As the potential ainiaua) 4a tha aaaa

for A and A*, both being iaotopaa (similar consideration apply to

tha laotopic pale B-8«)t tha potential ainlwia itaalf la taken as

ths reference level. Thus isotopic exchange reaction pataita an

eaay evaluation of the tera> Q~ /^f which im rather vary difficult
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in a general case.

Now let us expresa the equilibrium conatant of the above reaction

in terms of the reduced partition function ratios ee

This Eq. (60) can bt further simplified to

^ — _ _ _ J • _ W

But wa know fro* Eq. (26) that tha satioa of classical partition

function ara aqual. to tha inveraa ratio of ayaawtry nuabars. Wa

can tharafors reurita Eq. (41) aa

Thia is a fundamental equation and i s of iaaenaa ieportanca for

tha svaluation of equilibrium conatants fox tha iaotopic sxcrfhangs

raactiona.

Tha xaducsd partition function ratio for any iaotopic pair denotes

tha ratio of sjuantuaj aachanical and classical partition functions

for the sasja pair and hancs i t can be sasily seen that tha contri-

butiona dus to electronic, nuadeax and tranalational parts cancel
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out; only the rotational and vibxational parts contribute to

the final computation of the equilibrium constants.

The rotation of all the Molecules except diatoaulc Molecules con-

taining isotopes of hydrogen is classical at all temperatures of

interest.

Tha reduced rotational partition function ratio for a pair of

laotopic diatoMic Molecules (such as hydrogen), when proper

correction for non-classical rotation is spplisd, i s givsn by.

whsra <5~ -=. f ) ^ / tfTf^X/kT ' Hmxm **"" 6or*«BP°ndB *°

isotopic species A and <r~' to A*.

For polyatOMic syMaetric top Molecules, such aa XHj, HDy ate.

(A*B - C), the rotational rsduced partition function la given by

( for any Molecule X)

For aayejMtric top aolsculss, such as partially dsutaratsd

•••Mania Molsculss, wmd NH20 and NHD2 e tc . , tha expression fox

tha rsduced rotational partition function i s quits cosplsx. Aa

•uggastsd by Hsrzberg, considerable siMplification i s achieved i f
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we consider A •£. B 2 C. In such case,

For light moleculea and at low temperatures, the contribution

of the rotational partiti/ion functions to the equilibrium con-

stant is quite small, about 2 to 3%. For heavy molecules, this

contribution is insignificant and can be conveniently neglected.

The aajor contribution to the equilibrium constant coeea fxoa)

the vibrational part of the partition function; as for the light

molecules the vibrational energy is very significantly altered

by isotopic substitution.

For a minimum in the potential energy as the zero of an energy

scale, ths vibrational reduced partition function for en isotopic

pair A-A* is given by

where iL and 2-» mre the zero point energies of isotopes A and

A* respectively.

Similar expression can be derived for the isotopic pair B-B*.

From ths above considerations, we can write



Thus, in order to calculate K, we need to know only the harmonic

frequencies, rotational constants symmetry nutabera and zero point

energies of the ieotopic pairs taking part in the chemical exchange

reactions.

Corrections to Equilibrium Constants

The procedure for calculation of equilibria* constante fox iaotopic

exchange reactions as described in tha previous section, contains

some inherent assumptions and over siaplificatione. For rigorous

calculations, thase have to be properly accounted and appropriately

corractiona exist ba applied*

It should ba recollected that tha above discussion of equilibrium

Isotope effecta has been carried out within tha fraae-work of Born-

Qpenheimer approximation, according to which, the energy of tha

Motion of electrons in a aolscular system with nuclsus clamped

depends on the atomic number of the constituent nucleus and on tha

number of electrons in tha aystsm, but this energy is independent

Of ths messes of the nuclei. Thus it is not necessary to sum ovsx -

sxcitsd electronic atates. This, however, ia a very reasonable

aasumption for ordinary molecules and temperatusss of intarest and

break down of this approximation la not normally encountered in

isotopic systsaa.

Asids from this, thsrs srs other corrections. These corrsctions

as wall as thsir contribution to ths isotops affect calculations

are givsn below. For the exact evaluation of equilibrium constants
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thesa corrections should be invariably applied.

(1) Anharmonlc Vibrations

The quantum mechanical as well as classical vibrational partition

functions have been derived for non-rotating harmonic oscillator,

Mheraas ths observed vibrations of actual molecules BTS enharmonic.

This would lead to a considerable ambiguity. Fox ths sxact cal-

culations of equilibrium constants, therefore, we have to use

either calculated harmonic frequencies or the observed frequencies

or the observed frequencies should bs corrected for the enharmonic

effects. The major contribution from anharmonicity to an indi-

vidual partition function arises from the correction to the

vibrational zero point energy (ground state energy of the non-

rot sting molecule). This correction, abbreviated as ANHC, ha* the

following for* et temperature T,

In Eq. (68), the quantity (jfa , is the constant term in the

expansion of vibrationsl-rotational energy expression in powers

of (>1( -f- dL\/x") ' o r * ")°leculs in its rotational ground state.

The anhermonicity constants are designated as %ij. , while ni ie

the principal quantum number of the ith vibrational mode with

degeneracy oli. The i 8. j summations are over normal vibrational

modes of the N-atomic molecule with each degenerate mode counted

only once (3N-6 for non-linear and 3N-5 for lineer molecules}.



Tor the self - -s: * ..hange aqu .' 1;Ibria, th« correction due to snharroonicity

almost vanishes ,11 •; tha correutsd vaiu&a are very clcse the harmonic

values and htni.>! thits eotrPL-tion becomes unnecessary.

In the case of other isotapic equilibria, the major correction arises

out of this anharmonicity and should be rigorously applied if accurate

estimation of equilibrium constants is desired. tn low temperature

region (roam temperature and below), this correction torn is signifi-

cant and its contribution to the final value of equilibrium constant

i9 about S4. With increasing temperature, this correction decreases

and insignificant at waxy high temperatures.

2. Vibrational Excitation

This correction term arises out of the excited vibrational staf.es

du« to enharmonicity effects. According to the approach of Friedman

and Harr, one has to correct for this vibrational excitation in th«

partition function, 1-exp(-hcw/kl), by replacing the harmonic frequ-

encies, w, by ths corresponding anharmonic frequencies, V.

A more rigorous treatment of this correction term is given by

Penningtan and Kobe and Wolfsbarg and his coworkexs. Ths anharmonic

vibrational excitation correction term, abbreviated as ANH£XC, is

given by

ANHEXC

i

[±- ^ 1 fi> + «r«*4A
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where

U."l— h C ^ U ^ t / ^ T , Vx>£being tha harennic frequency,

U.£ as Y\C*~l?i /fa T, 2^ being the fundamental frequency.

In Eq.(69), the ter» L ̂ - ̂  <$\ ( ejC^ i ^ U " 4iis not

correction term for the enhaxannicity effect* but accounts for

the vibrational-rotational interaction. The quantity $\_ i»

defined os

in which all the quantities have been defined by Nielsen. Tha
summation over OC refers to the suwaation ovex Jihe threeprincipel

axis directions xt y, z.

This tor* inolt given in Eq. (70) corrects fox the change of effective

•oaents of inertia in the vibrationally excited states. This

correction ter*t denoted as EFHC, arises fxosithe deviation of th»

effective «o«ents of inertia for the rotation in tha ground

vibrational state fro« the quilibriuei tUMant of inertia. Nielsen

has discussed this correction in detail end the final expression

for" this correction term is gien below: \j

where all the quantities have bean defined by Nielsen.
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But when numerical calculations involving these rather rigorous

correction term; arc carried out for majority of the nolecules of

interest for cheaical exchange; process for isotope enrichment in

the practicable temperature range, i t has been found that the

contribution of both these correction terns - ANHEX and EFMC-to

the equilibrium constant i s quite negligible and these correction*

terns can be ignored.

3. Non-Classical flotation

This correction has also been investigated by Friedaan and his

coworkers and they have found that the correction factor has a

value of about 0.99B. For different isotopic exchanging pairs.

Save et .a l . have investigated this affact and i t has been observed

that foz heavy isotopes, this correction factor i s close to unity,

while for light Molecules, this affact May contribute to about 1 to

2% and should bs taken into account. This however i s not a very

difficult aaŝ xgiMH' assignment, as the ground state rotational

constants of many molecules are easily available in the literature.

For light Molecules, such as isotopic hydrojen Molecules, the

correction terM due ti* quantum Mechanical rotation should be taken

into consideration. The correction factor denoted by QHRC, has

been derived by Siripp and Kirkxood and i s given by

QMRC =

and



The notations have bean described by Stsripp and Kirkwood.

Wolfsberjj and his coworkera have shown that this (JHRC factor

for all other molecules except hydrogen isotopes is in the

vicinity of 0.994 to 0-996 while in the case of HO-H2 and Tz-Hz

at 300*K, this factor assuaes the values of 0.977 and 0.939

respectively, indicating that for light isotopes, at low tempera-

tures this correction tera has non-negligible contribution to the

•quilibriua constant.

Another correction arising fro* vibrational rotational inter-

action is the rotational stretching correction, denoted as RbC

and has been described by Wilson.

It can be expressed as

+
In Eq.(6) all the sysbols have been defined by Niel*onv It has

been found that for nost of the iaotopic pairs, this correction



factor i s in the cln-e promni ty of unity and hence i t s contri-

bution to the equilibrium constffent ia inaitjnif icant.

Motion of the Centre of Mass

Another assumption which i s n»ade in the harmonic approximation

fur the calculation of the equilibrium constant is that the trans-

lations! nation of the centra of mass i s classical, and like any

other quantum correction, this correction i s also unimportant

except for light molecules at very low temperatures. For other

molecules this correction doe;, not contribute significantly and

hence need not be considered.

In the foregoing discussion i t i s evident that some of the

correction terms are vary important for isotopic hydrogen mole- •

cules. The correction terms for the hydrogen molecules are

quite similar to those for the polyatomic molecules. The term*

for ANHC nad AMEXC for diatonic molecules are extensively discussed

in literature. The rcMC term becomes much more simpler because

there is only ana rotational constant in a diatomic molecule. The

R5C term at high temperature has the same form as given in Eq.(75).

In IOM temperature region, the quantum Mechanical rotation tends
\

to ba very important in light (Dismiss. Kara, the rotational

constant is obtained by direct summation and the RSC tar* i s

obtained by explicitly taking into account the energy ten* in ^

[J (3V1)}2. Whan carrying out tha summation of rotational

partition functions, one mist also take into account tha nucl.\jr

spin iso mars of tha isotopic hydrogen molecules (vix. Ortho and \ x
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para hydrogen). However, even at the lowest temperature, this

correction due to nuclear spin isomers amounts to a meagre

0.024 and can be Comfortably neglected in the calculations.

These ere many molecules with specific effects such ss inversion

in ammonia molecules, where a suitable correction for the double

minima should be applied. In case of ammonia, it has been found

that this correction is insignificantly small and can be omitted.

But in each individual case, the correct assessment of the

error introduced in the calculations by omission of a particular

effect must be made, if exact values of equilibrium constants

are desired.

It has been also observed that beat results are obtained by using

theoretical, harmonic values of different vibrational frequencies

and applying proper corrections for anharmonicity and other

effects. A detailed knowledge of the force fields and geometries

of the molecules in necessary for such a vibrational an ax/ais.

Usually such a analysis is carried out within the framework of

Born-openhaimer approximation and the force fields in.valence

coordinates and geometries and considered independent o\iaotopic

substitution. An sxheustive method to carry out such an \alyeia

has been given in standard text books. Computer programmes «,re

also available for such calculations. - \

4. SEPARATION FACTORS

As defined in the introduction of this report, the separateo\
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factor, for any i»otopic exchange process xepresents tha degree

of separation obtainable in a single equilibrium contact and i»

aqual to tha equilibrium constant if th« molecular apeciea taking

part in the exchange reaction contain earns nuabex of exchangable

atoms. This equality is lot it tha number of exchangable atoms

in tha exchanging Molecules becones unequal* In this section, we

Mill establish the inter-relationship between equilibrium constants

and fractionation factora. This relationship is easily axplainad

if wa consider actual exchange reactions.

In an exchange between H2S end H2O for the production** ha of heavy

water, given by

HD + H2O ^ H0O + H2 (77)

the exchanging molecules, ĤO and HjS both contain the earns number

of axchangabla hydrogen atoms and hence tha equilibrium constant

i s equal to tha separation factor.

In another exchange reaction of considerable interest for heavy

water production,

NH3 4- HD ^ NH2D + H Z . . . ( 7 B )

The separation factor is no longer equal to the equilibrium

constant ''.- it has to be Multiplied by ths ratio of the exchangsble

hydrogen atoms in the molecular species - H2 and NH3 - taking part

in the reaction, which ,cass,0£ will becoms equal to 2/3K.

In both the above reactions, all the exchanging atoms are in
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structurally equivalent positions, e.g. al l the hydrogens in

ammonia are equivalent and can not be distinguished. But there

are some other molecules Jucb as, CH3OH, CH3NH2 etc . , which contain

same atoms in structurally non-equivalent positions. In thes*

molecules, hydrogen atoms attached to oxygen and nitrogen atom*,

reapectively, are structurally different from methyl hydrogens.

The interesting ca^e i s furnished by the deuterium exchange bet-

ween hydrogen and aminomethane, shown below:

CH3NH2 + Ml ; £ CH3NH0 • H2 (79)

In the above reaction, i t is quite evident that only tha aaino

hydrogens undorgo rapid exchange and methyl hydrogens remain

inert and unexchanged. Thus, while establishing relationship

between equilibrium constant and the enrichment factor, only the

exchangable amino hydrogens should be taken into consideration, in

which case, od will become equal to K.

Whan one looks at the problem of this inter-relationship of sepa-

ration factor and the equilibrium constant for a particular exchange

process, i t can be found that they are related through the symmetry

number ratios of the exchanging isotopic paris. The symmetry

number ratio of two isotopic molecules signifies the ratio of inde-

pendent equivalent pernutations which can be made in the two

exchanging molecules.

Let us now consider a general case where there are A atoms in non-

equivalent positions, then only the atoms in other positions undergo

exchange. This i s represented as
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and if K- i . th. .quilibriu. constant for th. -bov raaotion,

than if on. oon.id.ra th. aap«.U«»" ' « * " *" » * - " < " *

i.ot.ip. ratio., i t can »* »ho«n t»«t

«*

and n * . P ««nt . ra.p«tl,^y th. . y -

and

and A»aT and A1*-!

EMp(...in. th. .ouiUbriu. con.t«t. *'. * th. product of th.

,.du«d petition function ratio and ay«~t*y nu*«r « ^ « . —

. 1 n i» eq. (80) by th. corx..pondi»o .y—try « « — « ratio.. -

a/5- f 1" ,^Ci X̂ 7

Th. Eq.iaU r .v .1 - that d *.du«. -raiy to th. ratio of th.

,.duo.d partition function r.ttoa of th. iwtopio par*. t.ttno

part i» th. iixohanBB reaction.

fha ..icul^ion of th. ay—try nuabar ratio for •»> i~topi«

•air ia • .liohtty invoivad probia. »id ean b. a*pl.in*d by
\

N
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considering tho general riilfesant axchwiga reaction involving

different species of A and A1, as given by

The corresponding equilibrium constant for this reaction ia

givan by

Tha symmtry nuabar xatioa for the iaotopic paira A'n-zi

(«-y pair) ia givan by

By the use of £q.(84), the syanBtry nuabar ratio of any itotopie

exchange reaction can be calculated.

S. SEPARATION FACTORS AND MOLECULAR STRUCTURE

In tha praviaoua section, tha intar-relationahip batwcen separation

factor, aquilibriuM constant and reduced partition functiona was

sstablishsd. It has bean shown ty Bigeleisen and his cowoxkvra

that in tha expression foe the reduced partition function fox tha.

isotopss of all tha slaaants except hydrogen,
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la a »mall number which can be as large as 0.25 at rooa

teaperature.

Then, the reduced partition function can be expressed as

i
If we expand £ in powexa of AU{mt and ter«e of the fox*

In (1+X) in powers of X, fox X O , we get

where

It should be noted that the coefficients of ( ^ M , ) 2 and

are related to the entropy function, S(U) by the relation

cowbining Eq.s (85) and (8B) and rewriting, we get

The term Soi AU.t/itM.iG:(Ui)»ay be of the order of 10~2 and this

tar* as well as higher terms in ̂  A U.j) can be usually neglected

without introducing any appreciable error. In that camm, the

above expression reduces to

This is a very important relation and it shows that in addition
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to the simplification that the reduced partition function ratio

introduces into ths calculation or estimation of separation

factors, this function permits a number of significant correlation

of the separation factor with chemical bonding and Molecular stru-

cture.

Tha function -vyi S/j'J-• like any other Mathematical function,

can be expanded in the power series of 3C » tha cosfficienta

of this series involve Bernoulli numbers, Tha corresponding

expansion, than can be written as

W
where

and tha B*» mx» Bernoulli nunbers.

It is obvious fron the above expressions that A.U( can have

either aero or positive value, whan ^ ^ ^ _ ^ - ^ W i * . then.

a positive nuaber between zero and one half. Thus in 6(u)

approximation, each frequency makes either a zero or positivs

contribution to In 5/S\f . As a consequence of this, tha value

of In S/5*^increases with tha strength of the chemical bonds to

ths element A in ths isotopic An* molecule. Tha heavy isotope

will concentrate preferentially in the molecular species with tha
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atrongeat chemical bonds. The light isotope favour* aonatoaic

gen for which the reduced partition function, In S/S'^ ia unity.

Thia iaoliee that the largest aepaxation factors are to be found

in exchange reectione in which cheeieal bonding of the isotopic

atone between the two exchanging aoleculee, differ seat widely.

In euch cases, however, the rate of exchange ia unfortunately very

alow.

6. TEMPERATURE AND HASS DEPENDENCE OF SEPARATION FACTORS

The Jeparation factors are very sensitive to the change of

teaperatura. The temperature dependence of K cennot be preducted \

from Eq. (61). However, froa Theraodynaai.cs, K and T are related

by the well known equation

Sines 4 H * c a n *** sxpressed in the power series in T, aexiausj

and/or ainlauaj values of K ehould be poesibls.

The separation factore, therefore ehould increase with decreasing

taapereture and and has been aaply borne out by experiaents. At . ̂

low taapereturee, C<rv«!is linear with 1/T, while et high teaperaturea

variaa linearly as 1/T2, \
\

All chemicel exchange isotopic aeperation factors approach unity • v

at infinite teapereturla. The approach to infinite teapereturew
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has finite slope when plotted against 1/T . This is a convenient

theorem fox use in extrapolation and interpolation of experimental

data.

The temperature dependence of Q£ in low temperature reion can ba

represented by

tn cC - AH/KT + C . .- C93J
Thus, by plotting i/f\.oL against 1/T, a stxight lina plot is

obtained the slope of which should give AH, the enthalpy of the

isotopic exchange reaction* Thus, this teeperetura dependence of

Oi, which is useful by itself in determining the sconomic feasibility

of bithermal operation, also provides a useful sothod to evaluata

hast of iaotopic exchange reaction.

Ths aass dependence of c£ varias in a complex msnner and can ba

correlated through ths reduced partition function aa

whsre »'i and mi ara ths atonic MSSSSS of ths light snd haavy

isotopas in ths solscuass in question and CL^ t Q^iL •
nd

sxs ths cartesian harsonic force constants fox ths displacement of

the atoss undergoing isotopic substitution in ths JC, y OsruL j-

dirsctions rsspsctivsly.

The isotopic sffscts on ths equilibrium constanta xaflsct the

changss in the foxes constants bstwesn resetant and pxoduct at ths

position of isotopic substitution* It can also bs sssn from ths

sbovs expression thst in sn squilibrium position, ths lights*
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iaotopa will tend to concentrat* in the molecular apacias whs re

the force constants at the position of the isotopic substitution

mrm the lowest*

The above equation CJD ba simplified as

Thus, for a givsn valus of A~m-t , lrf\. S/5I £ falls off with

square, of the atomic mass. The separation of isotopes by chemical

exchange process becomes increasingly difficult as one passes from

light to heavy elements.

7. OVERALL SEPARATION FACTOR AND ITS CONCENTRATION DEPENDENCE

So far, our discussion Mas centered around the evaluation of a

aeparation factor for a singls, specific isotopic exchange reaction

and Ma discussed its dependence on temperature, mass and the mole-

cular atructure of the exchanging species. However, in actual

isotope separation process, whin a particular isotope ia enriched

from its natural abundance to 99.931 concentration, the situation

ia entirely different. In such a systsm, many other iaotopic

spscies, such as normal partially and completely substituted spsciss

axe prsssnt and they undergo exchange depending on the ataga of

concentrations of different iaotopic epeciea. The predominance of

a particular isotopic spscia is determined by the overall iaotopic

concentration and if ths equilibrium constants for eelf exchange

reactions are known, this distribution of various isotopic species
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for different overall iBOtopic concentsations can be coaputed.

Such distributions for isotopes of hydrogen in different Molecules

have been calculated by Dave and hia coworkexa.

The overall separation facto* between gaeeoua exchanging aolacules

can be estimated in presence of all the iaotopic species of theae

•olecules at equilibrium. For thie purpose, le t ua consider the

deuteriua exchange between aaaonia and hydrogen, s process saploysd

for production of heavy water. This exchange involves seven species

viz. NHa, NH2D, NhO2c HU3, H2, KO end 02 and in a l l , twelve

reactions are possible. In deriving the overall » however, any

four reactions involving a l l these seven species are sufficient*

We have considered the following reactions,

NH3 + Hit ^=± NH2» * H2 . . . (96)

MH3 • NHO2 ̂ ± 2NH20 . . . (97)

NH2D • ND3^±2NH02 . . . (98)

and

H 2 • D 2 ̂  2H0- ... (99)

By algebraic esnipulstions, the ovsxall •spsretion factor Ct » can

be given by

1 r =r
• VK,A -I- K1A/K2J [AIK4 • 2A)J

whsr*

A. US. K4 M-2V) ± f l K4(1-2Y) 2 2 • I6K4T (1-T)J

oz u JlflT) ..(»oi)
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The £q. (1QU) represents the dependence of overall Q£ on the

deuterium concentration of the system.

!

The concentratxon dependence of the, separation factors follows

a rather complicated pattern and is email in certain ranges of

concentration while is considerably large in higher deuterium

concentration range. In general, separation factors for a

system decreasas with increasing concentration of the heavier

isotope. The actual values will be given in the subsequent

section.

0. SEPARATION FACTORS FOR LIQUID-GAS REACTIONS

So far, our discussion of separation factors was restricted to

the gaseous systems only. In practice, the chemical exchange

process for the isotope enrichment utilizes liquid-gas counter-

currant to achieve substantial Multiplication of the elementary

separation factor to obtain significant enrichment of the desired

isotope.

Fox calculating separation factors for liquid-gas exchange, where

one of the substance is prsssnt as a liquid phase while the other

•s • gaseous phase, appropriate allowance must be made for the

humidity or the entrapment of liquid in the gas phase and solu-

bility of gas in the liquid phase. This corrected separation

factor, commonly known ta|) , is related to the gas phase equili-

brium constant, humidity, solubility and the relative volatilitjraa

of the exchanging species.

Pratt has shown that when the exchanging species ere in appreciable
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concentrations, the expression for the separation factor^ f&

would involve the atom fraction of the desired isotop/e say D,

in the liquid, i.e. X>j» • B can be expressed as

1

oC "*- relative volatility of one isotope with respect to

the other (usually aaauned to be equal for both tha

isotopic paris),

}\ 4CS the humidity, which represents the nunber of noles of

liquid per mole of gas, in the gaa phase,

S 3C the solubility, which is the number of Moles of gas

per mole of liquid, in the liquid phase and

Kv- sc the equilibrium constant for the exchange reactions in

vapour phase.

Tor very low concentration of the desired isotope, i.e. 3Cr\ — 0

the above expression can be simply written as

(n-
For very high concentrations, i.e. 3CA S 1.0, Eq.(104) c\i be

M rewritten as

The actual calculations for liquid-gas exchange are given in the

preceding section.
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9. SEPARATION FACTORS AND EQUILIBRIUM CONSTANTS FOR SPECIFIC SYSTEMS

The discussion regarding the theory of isotopic equilibria and the

procedure to calculate K and Mould be incomplete without some actual

numerical calculations involving specific systems. Therefore, numerical

values of equilibrium constants and separation factors for sons

systems which are of general interest are included in this section.

An attempt is made to omit the details of calculations and present

vslevant computed data in tabular fora for easy reference.

9.1. Self Exchange Equilibria

These are the simplest of the exchange zeactions and usually they

do not have direct bearing an the separation process. But neverthleas

they axe very important. Usually anharmonicity correction terms

are not necessary for precisa calculations of these equilibrium con-

stants. The equilibriumc constants for the following self exchange

equilibrium are given in Table 1.

H2 + D2 i = -

H20 + D20 ., *i

H2S _• D2S ^=

CH3NH2 + CH3ND-

NH3 + NHD2 ^ ±

NH3D + N I > 3 ^ ±

2HD; Ki

2HU0; K2

- 2HDS; K.

,-^±2CH3NH

2NH2D;

2NHD2;

D} K4

K5

Kfi

9.2. Isotopic Exchange Equilibria.

These equilibrium reactions have direct bearing on the exchange

process for separation of isotopes and hence there is quite a bit

of interest in them. Systmes like NH3-H2, NH3-H2O, H2O-H2, H2S-N2O,
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CH3NH2-H2 etc. belong to this class. We will consider the

equilibria involved in the isotopic exchange between NH3 and

H2 ealecules. The equilibria involved are:

H2 ~ * «H2fl + H 2 ; Kt

NH 2D • HD V. •••" NHD2 + H 2 ; K 2

NH§2 • D 2 -^-*» "H3 + HD ; K3

NH3 + D2
 A NH2D + HD ; K4

NH2D + D2 ",. • * NHD2 + HD , K5

NHD2 + HD x - IIO3 + H2 , K6

NH2D + D2 ̂  **: NB3 + HD, K7

NH3 + D2 ^ NHD2 • H2, KB

MH3 + NO3 -̂  NH2D 4- NHD2> Ko

The values of the corresponding equilibrium constants, K\ to Ke

are given in Table 2* For these values, the correction terse,

especially due to anhareonicity and rotation-vibration interaction*

are quite important and contribution of these correction factors

which have been already discussed ie shown clearly in Table 3,

where Many isotopic systepe h?ve been considered*

8.3. Overall Separation Factors

The overall deuteriu* separation factors' for NH3-H2 exchange where

all the isotopic species of both the exchanging molecules are at

equilibrium have been calculated as function of tenpaaatura and

deuteriun concentrations in liydrogen. These results aS? coapiled

in Tables 4 and S. X .

8.4. Liquid-Gas Separation Factors >

Typical vraluea of fl aa function of Kv. H and S for the H2S-H20

exchange at temperatures of intersst for tha bitheraal process
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axa reproduced in Table 6. The values are also given for

different deuterium concentrations.

t o . CONCLUSION

The theory of chemical exchange equilibria as applied to the

isotope separation processes and ths isotope ef fects on equi l i -

brium constants of different exchange reactions has a cone a long

way since i t s inception by ttxxy Urey and Rittenberg. In the

preceding sections, an attempt has been made to bring relevant

information together and present an unified approach to isotopic

chemical exchange equilibrium constant evaluation and i t s impli-

cations to separation processes. This report contains an over-view

of the entire subject snd for more rigorous aspect* of any individual

topic;?, l i terature should be consulted.
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Table 1 . Equilibrium Conatanta for Qiffatant Self Exchange Reactiona •

Temp, »K

193.16

213.16

233.16

2S3.16

273.16

313.16

323.16

353.16

373.46

423.16

473.16

573.16

673.16

773.16

"1

2.7968

2.9079

3.0033

3.0861

3.1585

3.2792

3.3053

3.3757

3.4170

3.5049

3.5756

3.6819

3.7570

3.8117

*2

3. 7046

3.7420

3.7781

3.8084

3.8340

3.8744

3,B827

3.9040

3.9158

3.9387

3.9547

3.9742

3.9846

3.9303

"a

3.9719

3.6291

3.6762

3,7153

3.7480

3.7990

3.809 3

3.8361

3.8509

3.0802

3.9015

3.9299

3.9475

3*9591

K4

3.3003

3.8299

3.8145

3.B752

3.8922

3.9202

3.9239

3.9463

3.9482

3.9636

3.9742

3.9868

3.9933

3.9966

K5

2.8299

2.8S67

2.8787

2.6969

2.9121

2.9358

2.9485

2.9527

2.9594

2.9721

2.9808

2.9912

2.9964

2.9991

2.8103

2.3384

2.8614

2.8806

2.8966

2.9216

2.9267

2.9397

2,9469

2.9607

2.9704

2.9823

2.9886

2.9922

* a.M. Oave, N.C. Sooner & H.K.Sadhukhan, To ba publiahad in Indian J.Chemittxy, Match,1980.



Table 2. Equilibrium Constant* for Ammonia-Hydrogen Exchange Reactions •

Tamp *K

213.16

233.16

253.16

273.16

293.16

313.16

333.16

353.16

373.16

393.16

*1

13.407

11.094

9.600

a.oia

6.877

6.025

5.370

4.85S

4.441

4.103

K2

5.469

4.180

3.347

2.777

2.369

2.066

1.831

1.653

1.S08

1.389

*3

1.936

1.466

1.165

0.9603

0.8148

0.7075

0.6238

0.5622

0.5114

0.4702

K4

43.25

34.71

28.93

24.82

21.49

19.47

17.66

16.21

15,03

14.06

Kg

13.33

12.20

10.09

8.397

. 7.503

6.677

6.033

3.519

5.103

4.761

5.434

4.278

3.510

2.973

2.582

2.287

2.058

1.877

1.731

1.611

K7

236.52

145.08

96.83

68.93

51.61

40.23

32.39

26.79

22.66

19.53

29.72

17.88

11.75

8.250

6.116

4.724

3.775

3.103

2.610

2.239

Kg

7.959

8.114

8.242

8.349

8.439

8.516

8.581

a.636

8.684

8.724

• S.M. Dave, S.K. Ghosh and H.K.Sadhukhan, To ba published.



Tabia 3. Corraction Factors to Vaxioua Part i t ion Function Ratioa •

Ratioa T(*K) A.MHC ANHEXC EFMC flaC ;i-i.iC

NH2Q/NH3

NH20/NH3

NH2D/NH3

ND3/NH3

NT3/NH3

HDO/H2O

HD0/H20

D2O/H2Q

HDS/H2S

HDSa/H2Sa

HD/H2

T 2 / H 2

H2Q19/H2O1 6

220

300

600

300

300

300

£00

300

300

300

300

300

300

0.882

0.912

0.955

0.760

0.694

0.91B

0.958

0.643

0.952

0.967

0.975

0.935

0.997

1.000

1.001

1,002

1.005

1.007

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

0.998

0.996

0.998

0.997

0.995

0.999

0.999

0.998

0.999

0.999

0.997

0.989

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

0.999

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

0.997

0,993

0.999

Q.99S

0.994

0.995

0.997

0.99 3

0.998

0.998

0.977

0.939

1.000

* J . Bron, chan Faa Chang and M. Wolfabarg, 1. Natucfozach, 2Ba, 134 (1973).



Taale 4. Overall Separation Factor* far NHj-Hg Cxchen^a

Tamp

193.16

233.46

273.16
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2.656

2.262
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1.B08

1.668

1x10-2
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6.092

4.394

3.449

3.125

2.651

2.258

1.994
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1.667

0.1
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5.974
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3.387
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5.

3.
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1 .

1 .

1 ,

5
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458
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881

713

.592
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8.
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3.

3.

2,

2 .

2 .

1 .

1 .

1 .

. 7

100

218

834

055

786

391

063

841

683

566

0.9

7.616

4.968

3.681

2.951

2.698

2.325

2.014

1.803

1.653

1.541

0.91

7.591

4,955

3.673

2.946

2.694

2.322

2.012

1.801

1.651

1.540

0

7 ,

4.

3.

2 .

2.

2 .

2 .

1 .

1 .

1 .

.93

540

929

658

936

685

315

007

798

648

538

0

7.

4 .

3.

2.

2 .

2.

1 .

1 .

1 .

%',

.96

463

890

634

920

671

305

999

792

,644

,534

0

7.

d .

3.

2.

2.

2.

1.

! .

1 .

1,

.99

33 4

850

610

902

650

295

992

786

639

,530

* S .M , Oava, S . Ranan, S. S x i a a l l a , A . 5 , K a l a i and H.K, Sadhukhan, I n d i a n J . C h a . , l £ & , 941 ( 1 9 7 8 ) .



Tamp.

30*C

100»C

130*C

K

2.

1 .

Tabla

17

91

83

5.

0 .

0 .

0 .

Typical

S

0302

0119

009 B

Valuaa of

H

0.0031

0.066

0.170

3 for

1

1

1

H2S-H;

L*

eO66

.026

.016

i0 Cxchanga*

o-o

'2.27

1.85

1.65

0-

2.

1 .

1 .

B
0.5

26

86

69

0'

2

1

1

• 1.0

.23

.88

.72

* H. London, Separation of Isotope*, Gaoxga Nawnaa L t d . ,

London (1961) p. 190.
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FIG. I BASIC CHEMICAL EXCHANGE PROCESS-
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FIG. 3 POTENTIAL
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FIG.I* MORSE CURVE FOR DIATOMIC MOLECULE
FOR HARMONIC VIBRATIONS.
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FIG.4b MORSE CURVE FOR DIATOMIC MOLECULE
FOR ANHARMONIC VIBRATIONS.


